
CINOR 2014

As noted in Robert and Dianna Lange’s article about the Cinor 2014 that was in your previous
newsletter, ten members of NANA enjoyed a wonderful trip to France September 10-23, 2014.
Wayne and Lisa Dewey of Iowa Falls, IA; Robert and Dianna Lange of Kimball, MN; Bill and
Rhonda Treml-Knebel of Arpin, WI; Michael and Sharon Mueller of Rewey, WI; Raelene
Schuette of Unity, WI; and Lexa Miller of Mt. Horeb, WI were the NANA members who
attended the Cinor.

Via flights from nearby regional airports, the ten of us met in Detroit, MI on September 10,
2014, for our flights to Amsterdam, Holland, and then onto Paris, France. The Dewey’s, Lange’s
and Mueller’s flew on one flight from Detroit, while the Knebel’s, Schuette and Miller flew on a
different flight. The flight from Detroit to Amsterdam was made during the night and we arrived
in Amsterdam just before 5:00 am (their time) on September 11. While one could certainly sleep
during such a long flight the fact you were 35,000 feet in the air, traveling at more than 600
miles per hour, flying above a very large ocean with no airports readily nearby, and the
excitement of being on such a trip made for some fitful sleeping if you were able to doze off at
all. So if you were not sleeping or napping you could watch movies, tv shows, converse, read a
book or magazine, or just watch other people.

Our time in Amsterdam was brief as we had a connecting flight to Paris an hour after we arrived.
The security at the Amsterdam airport was impressive. As we had our passports checked before
we boarded our flight to Paris it was noted those checking passports were wearing body armor
(bullet proof vests). We had the opportunity to educate the staff checking carryon luggage.
Apparently the staff does not see battery powered tooth brushes very often so when the x-ray
scanner picked up on Sharon Mueller’s battery powered tooth brush it resulted in a hand search
of her carryon luggage. Once they realized the tooth brush with a battery was causing their
suspicions they asked for permission to show it to the rest of the security scanning staff so they
all knew what the x-ray machine was seeing. Throughout this educational experience for the
airport staff, they were very courteous and appreciative of our cooperation.

Our flight from Amsterdam to Paris was only an hour in length and once on the ground in Paris
we learned our checked luggage had remained in Amsterdam. It would take our luggage three
days to catch up to us. It would have been five days had it not been for Christian Jego, our pre-
Cinor tour guide, who took the time to make a special trip to a warehouse where it had been sent
prior to the coming weekend.

After we left the Paris airport on 09-11-14 we made our first farm visit at the Didier Caillouel
farm. The Caillouel’s have a 630 acre farming operation. They have one employee, one trainee,
and their son and a nephew take care of the crops they raise. 470 acres are devoted to crops,



including fibre flax. They have a 37 acre bush-tree cider orchard and 123 acres in grasses for
grazing.

The Caillouel’s are one of
a few Normande breeders
in France who are breeding
for strictly beef and for the
double muscle trait. They
have a total of 100
Normandes on the farm, all
of them double muscled.
Of the 100 animals, 35 are
nursing cows with calves at
their side. They raise 10
aged steers each year for
the beef market. They
usually have 3 breeding
bulls on the farm. The
remainder of the animals
are nursing calves and

replacement heifers.

On the average during a year’s time the Caillouel’s sell 5 cull cows with an average carcass
weight of 1,000 pounds (That means they weighed around 1600 pounds live.); 10 aged steers
with an average carcass weight of 1200 pounds (2000 pound live weight.) ; and 5 heifers with an
average 900 pound carcass weight (1500 pound live weight.). On the average they receive $2.95
per pound of carcass.

In their reproduction management the
Caillouel’s do spring time calving
(March-April) and strive for 1 calf
per year per cow. Their first calf
heifers have their first calf at 30
months of age. They practice natural
breeding within their herd as they
develop the double muscle trait. But
to avoid inbreeding they do utilize AI
breeding on a limited basis. With
double muscled animals 20-25% of
their calf births are caesarean. And
they have a 5-7% stillbirth rate.

During the grazing season most of
the herd is out on pasture. During the
winter the herd is housed in an open shed with a bedding pack. Their summer ration is grass and

ONE OF THE DOUBLE MUSCLED HERD SIRES IN
THE DIDIER CAILLOUEL NORMANDE HERD

THE CAILLOUEL’S RESIDENCE ON THEIR
FARM, BUILT IN THE LATE 1700’S



in the winter their herd is fed hay
and supplemented with barley,
dried beet pulp and canola meal.

The Caillouel’s were very
gracious hosts as they informed
us about their farming operation.
Upon arrival at the farm we were
invited into their large stone
house which was built in the late
18th century and we were given a
brief overview of their farm.
Following the brief overview we
walked pastures to look at their
Normande herd.

After our first farm visit of our trip we traveled to our motel for the night, checked in and then
enjoyed an evening meal. With everyone not having much, if any, sleep during the previous 36
hours we were all ready for a good night’s rest.

Friday, September 12, found us
visiting the Memorial De Caen
Museum, an educational museum
about World War II. We spent
several hours going through the
museum, watching news clips of that
time in human history, viewing
actual film footage of the D-Day
landings and the battles for
Normandy, pictures of the bombed
out cities, and seeing the military
equipment used during the invasion
and war. The museum was a good
refresher on World War II and the
very significant role the United
States played in the freeing of France and the rest of Europe from the Nazi’s.

After a lunch at the restaurant at the museum we delivered Lexa
and Raelene to their farm hosts so they could begin practicing and
training for their showmanship competition. Once the girls were
united with their hosts, the rest of us visited the beaches of
Normandy where Allied troops landed on D-Day. After seeing
Omaha Beach, we then visited the American Cemetery near that
beach at Colleville. The D-Day landings on the beaches of
Normandy and the subsequent battles to free France and the rest

A GROUP OF FEMALES IN A PASTURE THE CAILLOUELS LEASE. IN
THE BACKGROUND IS A TOWER THAT IS PART OF A RETREAT
CENTER THAT USED TO BE A MONASTERY.

PART OF THE MEMORIAL DE CAEN MUSEUM.

ON D-DAY OMAHA BEACH
WAS NOT THIS SERENE



of Europe were costly in Allied soldier’s lives. The American cemetery at Omaha Beach is a
sobering visual reminder of just how costly it was in American lives. The cemetery has 9,387
American soldiers buried in it. 307 of those graves are of unknown soldiers, three of those buried
there are Medal of Honor recipients, four are women, and there are 33 pairs of brothers buried
side by side. If you saw the movie, “Saving Private Ryan”, the opening and closing scene of the
film was at this cemetery.

As in this country, the generation that fought and/or lived through World War II is passing on
and there are less and less each year who were alive during those times. In 1967 Mike Mueller
participated in an agricultural tour of Europe and was in France for part of that tour. One of the

most memorable things (for a college student who
had never been outside of the US before) of that trip
was the French citizens, who upon learning we were
from the United Sates, would grab ours hands to
shake them and would express their gratitude for what
the Americans did in freeing them from the Nazi’s.
The American Cemetery and the Memorial De Caen
Museum are some of the reminders to the younger
French generations of some of their nation’s history
and the part the United States played in it.



As Christian Jego drove us about France in our small bus to visit the various farms and sites on
our schedule we saw many small and quaint villages. One of the towns that makes up our local
Iowa-Grant school district near Livingston, WI, is Montfort, WI. While traveling to one of our
visit sites we actually drove through the village of Montfort, France. Once off of the main roads
and highways of France you travel on narrow roads often not much wider than one vehicle (On
one road we met an oncoming vehicle and had to stop and back up to a driveway to allow it to
pass. As it turned out, the driver of the vehicle wanted to turn into the driveway we had backed
into. We had a good chuckle about that.) The ditches on these roads are usually only one or two
feet in width and then you have either an earthen bank, fence or hedge fence. So if you end up
going off of the roadway on these roads you usually do not go down an embankment-you either
plow into the earthen bank or plow through the fence.

Saturday, September 13, was a day of, shopping, traveling, and sightseeing. Before we had left
the airport in Paris, Air France had given the six of us whose checked luggage had remained in
Amsterdam, a voucher to purchase a few clothing items to tide us over until we were reunited
with our luggage. Christian had learned our luggage was sitting in a warehouse and would not be
delivered to us until Monday because of the weekend and government regulations on such
deliveries. So Christian, Bill and Bob volunteered to go get our luggage while the rest of us went
shopping to use the Air France vouchers.

Shopping completed and possessing our wayward luggage we traveled to the city and island of
Mont-Saint Michel where we had lunch in one of the small restaurants and then toured the
Benedictine Abbey that sits above the city on the small island it is all located on. Once you get to
the island and enter the city, you walk steeply uphill on a very narrow street (The street was wide
enough to allow the use of a Bobcat skid steer to pick up the garbage.) to get to the restaurants
and shops within the community. Following lunch we continued up the steep street and climbed
lots of stairs to tour the church and abbey that sits above the village.

Mont-Saint Michel’s history
dates back to 708 when
Aubert, Bishop of Avranches,
built a sanctuary on Mont-
Tombe, a rocky tidal island at
the mouth of the Couesnon
River, near the city of
Avranches in the province of
Normandy, in honor of the
Archangel Michael, and it has
played a major role in the
history of France. In the 10th

century Bendictine monks
settled in the abbey on the
rock island while a village
grew up below its walls. By

MONT-SAINT MICHEL’S



the 14th century the village extended to the
foot of the granite rock island upon which
the entire complex was built. It was so
impregnable militarily that it resisted all the
English assaults during the Hundred Years
War (1337-1453). England and France were
fighting this war over the succession to the
French throne. The struggle see-sawed back
and forth until 1422 when Joan of Arc came
on the scene and led the French to reclaim
the land they had lost to England. Because
of the role Mont-Saint Michel played in this
war it became a symbol of national identity

for the French people.

During the French Revolution of 1787-1799, the
religious community on Mont-Saint Michel was
dissolved and the abbey was used as a prison until
1863. In 1874 Mont-Saint Michel was classified as a
historic monument and has been undergoing restoration
ever since. Today over three million people visit this
historic abbey and village every year.

THE NARROW AND STEEP STREET OF MONT-SAINT
MICHEL THAT LEADS TO THE CHURCH AND
ABBEY SITTING ON TOP OF THE ROCK ISLAND.

ONCE AT THE TOP OF THE STREET
YOU CLIMB THESE STEPS TO GET TO
THE CHURCH AND ABBEY.

THE CHURCH ON TOP OF THE ISLAND.

SANCTUARY OF THE CHURCH DUMBWAITER & SKID USED TO LIFT
SUPPLIES TO ABBEY. POWERED BY
MEN WALKING INSIDE THE WHEEL.



Our evening meal was in the city of Granville where we
enjoyed a fish dinner at a restaurant overlooking part of the
harbor.

Sunday, September 14, was fair time. The French
Normande Association sponsored at least two youth from
each international Normande association for a special
showmanship contest at the Space show, to attend the
Cinor and to live with a host family while in France.
NANA had nominated four younger members and the

French selected Lexa and Raelene to
participate. Prior to competing at the Space
show they showed their hosts Normandes at
the Sainte Croix Fair at Lessay, France. The
Sainte Croix Fair was started in the 11th

century by the religious community at the
Abbaya de Sainte Trinite in Lessay.
Originally it was a one day event, grew to be
a four day event, and now is a three day fair
that attracts over 400,000 visitors each year.

During the three days of the fair there is a
horse fair on Friday, a livestock fair on
Saturday and a demonstration of carriage
driving on Sunday. Also going on is an
exhibition of agricultural equipment,
household and garden equipment, cars,
and 1500 stalls for livestock. During the
fair dogs, poultry and birds are offered
for sale by individual breeders. Also
included during the fair is a food fair,
roast meat sellers, a local breeder’s
festival and demonstrations of old-

VIEW FROM RESTAURANT WINDOW
OF HARBOR & LOW TIDE.

OLD FASHION BUCKWHEAT THRESHING

CATTLE BARN AT SAINTE CROIX FAIR

LEXA MILLER RAELENE SCHUETTE



fashioned buckwheat threshing. It was at this large fair that Lexa and Raelene honed their
showmanship skills as they got ready for their international competition at the Space Show.

During the showmanship competition at the Sainte Croix Fair Raelene and Lexa represented the
United States very well. Lexa ended up being fourth in the overall competition and Raelene took
second place in the overall competition.

After our day at the fair we traveled to Argentan for the Cinor International Conference that was
to begin the following day.

Monday, September 15, and we are off to the Le Pin National Stud for the Cinor Conference.
The morning was spent hearing presentations about the Normande and the world food supply
challenge, the Normande and food processing industries in the world, Normande and Technology
Advances Internationally, and the progress of the breed in Czechoslovakia and Columbia, South
America.

After lunch we
visited the INRA
(the French
Agricultural
Research
Insitute) pilot
dairy farm,
looking at their
herd and touring
the facilities.
Following the
farm visit we
returned to the
Le Pin National
Stud and toured
their stables, the
carriage
museum, and
went through
the National
Studs Discovery
Trail prior to having a dinner meal in the 17th century

Chateau on the stud grounds.

Tuesday, September 16 and we visited a cheese plant that makes camembert and brie cheese
from milk produced by Normande cows.

In the afternoon we visited the Cahorel Dairy Farm. This family farm (father and two sons) uses
420 acres in order to provide the feed for over 300 hundred head of Normandes. They have 61
acres devoted to wheat, 3.7 acres for oats, 148 acres of corn for silage, and 207 acres of grassland
for grazing. They milk 150 cows and have 140 replacement heifers. They sell 5 bulls each year,

SOME OF THE MILKING
HERD AT THE INRA.

MILKING PARLOR AT THE INRA

PERCHERON HORSE AT LE
PIN NATIONAL STUD.

17TH CENTURY CHATEAU



raise 2 aged steers for meat and
market 10 veal calves each
year. The dairy herd averages
14,820 pounds of milk per cow
with an average 3.68% protein
and 4.11% butterfat test.
Annually they produce 250,800
gallons of milk.

In their breeding program they
select for milk production,
sound feet and legs and udder,
high solids (butterfat and
protein), and for udder health.
They AI all of their cows and
fifty percent of the semen they
buy is sexed semen. They have

a 30% pregnancy rate with that
semen. Heifers entering the
milking herd calve at
27months of age. Twice a year
they transplant embryos. One
is for agreements with AI
centers for bulls and the other
is for obtaining embryos from
their best females. Several
bulls from this herd have gone
into AI. And over the years the
herd has had winners at the
Space Show, the Paris Show
and the National Normande
Show.

There are three different
rations for the dairy herd.
During cold weather the cows are fed 66 pounds of
corn silage, 20 pounds of grass silage, 1.1 pound of
wheat straw, 5.5 pounds of canola meal, 0.9 pound of
beets molasses, 7 ounces of mineral and 1 ounce of
salt. In the springtime the ration consists of 1/3
winter ration and 2/3 grazing. In the summer the
ration consists of ½ grazing and ½ winter feed.

After we had left the Cahorel dairy farm we spent the
night in Saint-Malo, a walled port city on the English

THE BEST COWS IN THE CAHOREL DAIRY HERD.

THE REST OF THE CAHOREL HERD GRAZING.

GRASS SILAGE



Channel in the province of Brittany. In its ancient history it was notorious for piracy.

Wednesday, September 17. We traveled to Rennes, France and spent the entire day attending the
Space Show. The Space Show is one of France’s largest agricultural trade shows. It features over
1400 exhibitors offering their latest innovations and know-how by displaying animal feed,
livestock equipment and management, genetics hatcheries, agro energy, animal health, seeds,
milking equipment, farm machinery and equipment, etc. Prior to the show over 800 animals are
vigorously selected for exhibition at the show as the top genetics of their breed in dairy, beef,
pigs, sheep and rabbits. Over 114,000 visitors from 110 countries visit this trade show. It is truly
an international agricultural show and a full day at the show was not enough to see everything
there.

September 17 was the day the Normandes
were exhibited, and it was the day Lexa and
Raelene competed in the International
Showmanship Show. The judge for the
Normande show was a Normande breeder
from Columbia, South America. It was
fascinating watching how the French
conduct their shows. Once a class has
entered the show ring and the judge has
made his initial evaluation of the animals he
then selects the bottom group and then the
second group. Once these two groups are
selected he then evaluates the remaining four

animals as they stand in a designated spot in
the show ring. When he is close to making his
choice for the winning animal of the class, a
song that increases in tempo and crescendo is
played over the PA system and the crowd
begins to clap with the beat of the song. As the
clapping and song build the judge designates
the top animal by lightly slapping her on the
rump after he has feigned he was going to
select another animal.

When it came time for the International
Showmanship competition there was a lot of
pomp and pageantry. Raelene and Lexa did
NANA and the United States proud. As each competitor came into the show ring they were
proceeded by their farm host carrying the flag of the country they were representing. It was
heartwarming to see two American flags and our two young women parade around the show ring
as representatives of the United States and NANA. The competition was very competitive and
the judge had a very difficult time making his final placings. Raelene and Lexa were not selected
as the winner, but they had an experience they will never forget and no other NANA member can
claim.

SOME OF THE NORMANDES AT THE SPACE SHOW.

MORE NORMANDES AT THE SPACE SHOW



A PAGE OF SPACE SHOW PICTURES



The day at the Space Show ended with the Space Show banquet for the exhibitors. The menu
featured French cheeses, breads, wines, grilled beef, vegetables and French deserts. When we left
for our motel our stomachs were full, our taste buds were very satisfied, and we were ready for a
good night’s sleep.

Thursday, September 18. In the morning we were
treated to a presentation and noon lunch by
Evolution, a new AI Company formed in 2013 with
the merger of the Amelis and Creavia AI
cooperatives. Evolution markets five million units of
semen in France and abroad. Evolution has become
the leader in genomic evaluation and selection in the
French dairy industry. They already have a genomic
evaluation and selection program for Holsteins and
are in the process of implementing the same
program within the Normande breed. Their program

includes genotyping both males and females and selecting the top animals for mating purposes to
produce bulls for potential AI use. A significant number of their donor sires are young bulls
themselves and their selection is based upon their genomic makeup. Genomic selection is
proving to be a means to obtain higher genetic gain. And it has the potential to change the
breeding and selection of animals as much as artificial insemination did fifty years ago.

In the afternoon we visited the Lambard Dairy Farm. This dairy is operated by a husband and
wife team and was started in 1992 with an entire herd of Holsteins. Today the herd is 50%
Holstein and 50% Normande. The Lambards’ farm 177 acres with 37 acres in wheat, 59 acres in
corn silage and 81 acres in grassland for grazing. They milk 55 cows and have 55 heifers. All of
their female animals are raised. The Lombard herd averages 18,739 pounds of milk per cow with
a 3.35% protein and 4.40% butterfat test. Annually they produce 104,612 gallons of milk per
year.

First calf heifers are calved at 27 months of
age. They calve their cows year round. Very
little sexed semen is used because they have
enough females born each year. Their
breeding program aims to improve milk
production, udders and rump structure. Each
year they sell a number of in-milk cows on a
regular basis. This herd is well known for a
Joachim daughter named Usky. Currently
working on her ninth lactation, Usky has
produced 183,960 pounds of milk so far in her
lifetime. Twice she has been named the best

cow for dairy production and four times the besy cow for cheese production at the National
Show.

VIEW OF A TYPICAL
FRENCH VILLAGE STREET.

PILE OF POTATOES USED FOR FEED ON
THE LAMBARD DAIRY FARM



Their milk herd feeding program for cold weather feeding includes corn silage, grass silage, and
a concentrate made up of 70% soybean meal and 30% canola meal. Their summer feeding
program consists of 50% grazing and 50% winter ration.

When our farm visit was completed we traveled back to Saint Malo for a fish dinner. The feature
of the dinner was the appetizer dish consisting of fresh raw oysters. Some within our group
enjoyed them and others chose not to eat them. To each his own.

Friday, September 19. The first
order of the day was a visit to the
La Rousselais Dairy Farm. This
is one of the larger farming
operations in France and it
features a rotary milking platform
(Rotary Parlor) which allows 2
workers to milk 140 cows in 75
minutes. There are five partners
and one employee actively
involved in the management of
this farm. They have 259 acres
devoted to crops other than corn
and alfalfa. 24 acres is in alfalfa
and 210 acres produces corn

silage. And 207 acres is in grassland for grazing.

The dairy has room to expand to 220 cows but
currently milks 140 Normandes who average
15,873 pounds of milk per cow with 3.70%
protein and 4.34% butterfat test. Their annual milk
production is 272,970 gallons. 90 heifers are kept
on hand and they market 50 bulls each year. Plus
they breed and fatten hogs.

The breeding program at the La Rousselais Dairy
seeks to improve milk production, protein content,

SOME OF THE NORMANDE GENETICS AT LA ROUSSSELAIS DAIRY

ONE OF LA ROUSSELAIS’S TOP YOUNG COWS



and udder conformation. Their first calf heifers calve at 29 months of age, Cows are calved year
round. They do embryo transfers on a regular basis and use sexed semen on 50% of the heifers
and on their very best cows.

The dairy herd ration consists of 70 pounds of corn silage, 7 pounds of alfalfa, 4.5 pounds of
grass silage, 3.3 pounds of grain corn and 4-7 pounds of soybean or canola meal.

There are three bulls from this herd that are in AI and in 2013 their cow, Galante, was second
prize at the Space Ag Show.

After the farm
tour and being fed
a filling lunch
consisting of a hot
sausage
sandwich, chips,
cookies, fruit,
cheeses and
beverages we
traveled to Paris

where we would spend the remaining days of our trip. The day was capped with dinner in a small
restaurant not far from our Paris motel.

Saturday,
September 20.
Our Friday
had ended
with a late
night dinner so
sleeping in
was the first
order of
business on

our first full day in Paris. Most everyone was up in time to enjoy the hotel’s breakfast. Once that
was completed we did a little exploring in the immediate area we were located in and some
grocery shopping for our lunch. With lunch completed it was time to see the sights of Paris.

The goal was to utilize the buses available that take you from one famous site to another with the
purchase of one ticket. Unfortunately the clerk at our hotel had given us incorrect information as
to where those tickets could be purchased and we did not learn this until after our taxis had
dropped us off at the incorrect spot. So that meant a very lengthy walk through the Tuilarres
Garden. A garden created in 1564 by Catherine de Medici, queen of France from 1547-1559, as
the wife of King Henry II. It was opened to the public in 1667 and it became a public park after
the 1787-1799 French Revolution. The park features a very large basin/reflection pool with a
fountain, and lots of different beautiful flowers, trees and shrubs.

PASSING THROUGH A FRENCH VILLAGE ANOTHER VILLAGE SCENE

FRENCH FARMSTEAD GLAZED DUCK WITH VEGETABLES AND
POTATOES FOR DINNER.



Once we found where we could board the buses we did so and
took a motorized trip (twice) around Paris and we saw some of
the main Paris attractions from the bus. We eventually ended
up back at the Eiffel Tower where we could take a boat tour on
the Seine River to see many of those same sights at night. As
Paris was built over the centuries, it was built on both sides of
the Seine River because of the importance of water. Thus
many of the major historic buildings and sites of Paris can be

seen from the river. At night these buildings are lit
up with strategic spot and flood lights making for
an amazing visual view of large, massive historic
buildings built hundreds of years ago that were an
active part of French, European and world history.
The sites seen from the Seine River were the Hotel
Les Invalides (Commissioned in 1670 by Louis
XIV in order to provide accommodations and care
for wounded soldiers it now houses the tomb of
Napoleon and is one of the largest Military
Museums in the world.); L Assemblee Nationale
(The National Assembly building where the French Parliament meets. It was built in the 18th

Century.); the Musee d Orsay (A former railway station built between 1898-1900 and now a
museum for art.); the Institute de France (A former school built between 1662 and 1688 that now
houses a number of academies of arts and sciences, and the oldest public library in France.);La
Bibliotheque Nationale de France (The National Library of France traces its history back to the
mid 1300’s. It is housed in a set of buildings completed in 1995. Over 12,000,000 books are in
this library, along with 180,000 manuscripts, an enormous collection of prints, and collections of
maps, drawings, paintings, sheet music, phonograph records, medals and antiques.); the Hotel
DeVille (Built at the end of the 19th century, this building houses the city of Paris government.);

Notre Dame Cathedral (A magnificent
historic Catholic cathedral.
Construction began in 1163 and was
completed in 1345.); the Concergerie
(Built in the mid 14th Century as a
royal palace, it became a prison by
1391. During the French Revolution
(1789-1799) it housed many of the
2600 people who were condemned to
the guillotine, including Marie
Antoinette.); the Louvre (Built as a
fortress in 1190, rebuilt as a royal
palace in the 16th century, and opened
as an art museum in 1793 it is the

home of the “Mona Lisa.”); the Grand Palais (A large exhibition hall built in the late 1800’s with

SOME OF THE FLOWERS IN THE
TUILARRES GARDEN.

NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL



glass ceilings it is not only a historic building but also continues to be used for major exhibits, a
museum, and fashion shows.); and the Palaise de Chaillot (Built in 1937 and a highlight of the
1937 Paris International Exhibition, it now houses several museums.)

Sunday, September 21. The plan for this day of our trip was to actually spend some time at a few
of the major historic sites, for example the Notre Dame Cathedral. Unfortunately for the
Dewey’s, Lange’s and Mueller’s, the pilots of Air France had gone on strike, so our flight out of
Paris on Monday, September 22, had been cancelled. Instead of sightseeing we spent the day in
contact with Delta Airlines in getting a flight out of Paris to Amsterdam so we could make
connections with our other flights back to the United States.

After six hours, Delta got us a flight from Paris to Amsterdam, but the flight was at 6 pm on
Sunday so we had to make a mad dash to the airport to make our new flight to Amsterdam. This
also meant we had no hotel accommodations lined up for the night. So we did the next best
thing-we slept (as best we could) in the boarding gate area of the Amsterdam airport in order to
make our flight back to the US on Monday morning.

A surprising thing about the Amsterdam Airport (an international airport no less) is that it
literally shuts down for the night. After eight pm there are no flights in or out, ticket counters
close, security to the boarding gate area closes, and all the restaurants and shops in the boarding
gate areas close except for one 24 hour restaurant. You would think this would create a quiet,
peaceful environment for sleeping. Not true. Here is what we learned about airport sleeping
accommodations: the seats and benches are hard and uncomfortable after a while, cleaning crews
make noise with their motorized cleaning equipment, security personnel use the escalator
sidewalks and when they do the sidewalks make noise and when a rider comes to the end a very
sultry voice says “watch your step”, and there are mice that come out at night who scurry about
and break into the various stores by crawling under the closed doors.

Our trip to France was enjoyable and educational, even though we had a few hiccups along the
way. It was great seeing the Normande cattle of France and getting acquainted with enthusiastic
Normande breeders from other parts of the world. We especially want to thank Christian Jego of
the French Normande Association for organizing our pre Cinor tours, our means of travel while
in France, and for being so much fun to be around and with.

The next Cinor is scheduled to be held in Algeria, North Africa, nearly four years from now. If
you have any thoughts you might like to attend, begin planning now even though the dates have
not been announced. If you are wondering what it might cost, give the NANA office a call and
we will give you an estimate based upon the cost of Cinor 2014.


